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Classical sources and academic tradition situate the Tyrian colony of Gadir under the current city of Cádiz, in southern Spain. However, it was not until the beginning of our millennium that archaeological research unearthed part of the urban grid, linked to the ancient foundation, confirming its location and antiquity. The aim of this paper is to gather and organize the disparate material data in order to reconstruct the topography, the morphology and the functionality of the archaic city of Gadir.
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1. INTRODUCTION

According to classical tradition, the Tyrians founded Gadir in the Mediterranean West end, under the current city of Cádiz (SW Spain) (Fig. 1), approximately 80 years after the fall of Troy.

The great transformation experienced by the landscape in the last three thousand years (Figs. 2-3) is the main difficulty to identify the ancient place names and the location of settlements and temples referenced in the written sources.

Today, Cádiz is situated on an elongated peninsula, which is attached to the mainland by a narrow strip of land (14 km), although in antiquity, it was part of an archipelago, constituted at least by three islands, which have been identified as those referenced by the classical authors (Fig. 4).

The smallest island, located to the North, was divided by a strip of sea, which was blocked during the Roman period by human activity, and known as the “Bahía-Caleta channel”. Most classical and modern authors place the ancient Phoenician city and the sanctuary to Venus Marina, the Phoenician Astarte, on this island.

On the other side of the ancient sea channel, lay the larger island, elongated in shape, known as Kotinoussa by Timaeus. On this island, a temple dedicated to Kronos (originally Baal-Hammon) was constructed in the northern tip, while a temple to Herakles (the...
Phoenician Melqart) was erected in the southern end. The Phoenician city was probably transferred here, once the original urban centre, to the North of the channel, was abandoned, expanding later, during the Roman period, due to lack of space (Str., III, 5, 3).

2. THE “DISCOVERY” OF THE ARCHAIC CITY

In general, the majority of the first findings belong to funerary or sumptuary contexts. Therefore, cemeteries and temples are much better known than the city itself. The lack of habitational remains led to the proliferation of theories and speculations concerning the location of the city and the urban character of the island site. However research has experienced a complete turn these past years, following the uncovering of urban remains of varied character and entity in different points of the city. Early data were partial and found almost entirely in the surroundings of Kotinoussa, the larger island located to the South of the channel. The finds were recovered from a secondary position (CP) and unclear contexts, associated to possible Phoenician remains (walls and pavements), which were severely affected by later constructions (CAr/CB). These are material ensembles (western Phoenician amphorae T-10.1.2.1., red-slipped plates with narrow rims, double-spouted lamps, bichrome vessels) that should be dated to an advanced moment between the 7th or 6th centuries BC, excepting some residual finds, which may be traced back to the mid 8th century BC (eastern Phoenician amphorae Sagona 2).

Around the same time, a sounding was conducted in the high grounds of the northern island (the ancient Erytheia), where tradition placed the oldest Phoenician settlement (TT/MRT). The results, however, were confusing, for no clear evidence appeared for archaic material and it had not been determined whether there were any deeper archaeological levels. Another archaeological intervention on the shores of the ancient channel (TA) recorded the archaic coastal line and remains of undefined human activity which were interpreted as “consumption areas”, based on materials dated since the 7th century BC. In 2002, with the aim of drawing out the course of the channel, a series of geoarchaeological surveys took place, which provided evidenced for the existence of an inner harbour, or kothon, functioning as just as the one of the archaic period (PC). At the end of the twentieth century the first clearly Phoenician levels were excavated and brought to light. Again, the first finds came from the “long” island of Kotinoussa south of the channel. Between 1997 and 2000, the episcopal palace was excavated (“Casa del Obispo” archaeological site) next to the city’s modern cathedral. The excavation returned an uninterrupted sequence of occupation at the site from the Bronze Age.
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Age onwards. The lower levels were interpreted as an “extra-urban”, domestic, habitational area.

However, the most significant discoveries, related to the archaic Phoenician site, have been unearthed at Erytheia where tradition places the original Phoenician city. In 2002, a temporary settlement was excavated on the north shore of the channel (CdO), with no permanent structures and a single moment of occupation towards the beginning or the end of the 8th century BC \(^{15}\) (fig. 5:7).

In the same year, another excavation was conducted to the north of the island, in front of the site where a figurine with a golden mask had been discovered back in 1928, now exhibited in the National Archaeological Museum in Madrid (CT) (fig. 5:8).

The new excavations (2002) brought to light the archaic Phoenician occupation (CA) (fig. 5:9), although without construction features, except for a pit with a well dug in its interior, \(^{16}\) may evidence ritual activities rather than occupation in this area. Both structures were filled with pottery and bone. This excavation (CA) is similar to the previous site (CdO) in terms of chronology and culture. A single level of occupation was recorded, which was subsequently abandoned, and the place was not reoccupied until the 3rd century BC.

Finally, the archaeological intervention on the highest topographic point of the city (fig. 5:10) (under the former “Teatro Cómico”) has unearthed evidence for the urban grid of the ancient Phoenician city. \(^{17}\) The excavation furthermore recorded the first sequence of continued Phoenician occupation on Erytheia (from the end of the 9th century BC to the third quarter of the 6th century BC approximately). Four Phoenician phases were identified: Period I (Late Bronze Age/Phoenician: 9th century BC ante circa 820/800 BC), Period II (Phoenician A: 820/800 BC - 760/750 BC) (fig. 6), Period III (Phoenician B: late 8th century BC - 600/580 BC), Period IV (Phoenician C: from the second quarter of the 6th century BC to the third quarter of the 6th century BC).

The data recovered (urbanism, domestic architecture, construction materials and techniques from the Levant, writing, material culture, etc.) point to an eastern origin for the remains of the ancient city and place the moment of foundation, according to the excavators, towards the late 9th century BC, \(^{18}\) confirming the insular nature of the first Tyrian settlement and its antiquity.

The earliest funerary remains of Gadir were also recently found on Erytheia. \(^{19}\) They would belong to the cemetery serving the excavated sector of the city (CH) (fig. 5:11). Finally, recent works around La Caleta beach have returned data on potential Phoenician temples, dated at least to the 7th century BC \(^{20}\) (fig. 5:12).
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3. DISCUSSION. TOPOGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY OF THE URBAN INSULAR SETTLEMENT OF GADIR IN ARCHAIC TIMES

As some scholars have noted, the data are still very fragmentary and limited, rendering it difficult to establish a logical, functional and sequential order for the inhabited and productive space. Nevertheless the intention here is to articulate the available information, in order to specify the nature and extension of the urban centre per se, as well as its (spatial and functional) limits, the potential extra-urban spaces and their functions, and the city harbours. Let us not forget moreover the integration of the cemeteries and spaces of worship and their interpretation in relation to the city.

3.1. Main urban area

Some authors have suggested a horizontal stratigraphy for the urban settlement, given the apparent dispersion of urban remains. However there are sufficient historical, topographic, chrono-stratigraphic and morphological evidences to defend the view that the main urban centre of Gadir was located on the highest point of Erytheia (fig. 7).

The Phoenician topography differed greatly from the present (fig. 8:1). The first dwellings found under the “Teatro Cómico” site (TC) (fig. 8:2) rise only six meters over the level of the ancient shoreline, as part of a pre-littoral dune landscape. It was a slight, natural elevation, accessed by sea through the channel, although protected towards the interior.

There is consensus regarding the reduced size of the original urban site. Strabo describes the city prior to the expansion of Balbus as small (III, 5, 3) (fig. 8:3), although it is only possible to speculate on the actual dimensions of the site. The 10 ha proposed by some calculations appear excessive and perhaps reality was closer to the single hectare suggested by Domínguez Monedero. The total excavated extension at “Teatro Cómico” is only 470 square meters, although remains clearly continue under the four sections of the archaeological site. The linear distance between the different excavated points does not exceed a hundred meters, so it may be concluded that the urban centre did not extend much further from the tell crowning the current, most elevated topographical point (fig. 9). Settlement would have spread throughout the elevation and descended to the shore of the channel, adapting to the conditions of the terrain. In fact, the dwellings of the first Phoenician city were arranged along, at least, two terraces.

In time, the main urban centre would have been reduced, for only the central area shows a sequence of occupation spanning the three centuries (late 9th century BC - third quarter of the 6th century BC) (fig. 7:4). The remainder of the recorded places were only occupied during the first phase, and later abandoned for unknown reasons.

Another of the characteristics defining the Phoenician city is its elevated occupation density. All the excavated space at “Teatro Cómico” was occupied during Phoenician
Period A and continued in occupation throughout successive reconstructions, indicating a high occupation of the terrain, which would have kept barely any non-urbanized spaces.\textsuperscript{27}

As for the morphology and the characteristics of the city, the excavated sector constituted a residential area. A planned, orthogonal grid is recorded, with clearly eastern architecture, expressed in forms and techniques, as well as in subsidiary elements, such as furnaces. Other aspects, such as the continued renovation of the streets, constitute irrefutable proof for civic communal activities.\textsuperscript{28}

Evidence for writing\textsuperscript{29} and administrative activities\textsuperscript{30} also confirm the urban character of the settlement. The size and disposition of the rooms in the buildings, as well as the activities performed in them (cooking, crafts destined for self-consumption, etc.), suggest a private-domestic nature for these structures.

There is no indication of the presumed city walls, which contrasts with the powerful defence structures recorded at the settlements along the bay’s mainland shore (Castillo de Doña Blanca and Cerro del Castillo)\textsuperscript{31}. In this regard, Ruiz Mata has suggested the existence of a “dispersed” insular habitat, as part of an “open city” with no walls.\textsuperscript{32} However, when considering toponomy and tradition,\textsuperscript{33} the city should have been enclosed by a wall.

In sum, the original city of Gadir was located to the south of the island of Erytheia, over a slight, natural elevation. The acropolis or public area was found in the current, most elevated topographical point. The residential area spread along its sides (as evidenced by the important excavated sector of dwellings) and reached the ancient course of the Bahía-Caleta channel to South and East, where the peri-urban limits of economic activity have been recorded. The city possibly extended westward and northward, although there is no certainty of it. To the North, it would have bordered with an open, non-urbanized space, which was nonetheless occupied, dedicated to ritual activities related with the presumed cemetery of the city.

3.2. Delimitation and functionality of the Erytheia peri-urban Space

Despite difficulties in locating concrete, physical boundaries for the city, an attempt will be made to fix them, using functional criteria.
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3.2.1. The southern and eastern limits: harbour and economic areas in relation to the channel

The southern limit of the settlement coincides with northern shore of the channel. A Phoenician beach level was recorded in this area at an altitude of 0.38 m a.s.l., only 77 m away from the excavated residential area. In this sector (TA), although undefined, early human activity was recorded (perhaps representing hearths or a dumping site). In all probability, the remains were deposited by regular movement in the area, given the proximity of the city, caused by activities related to the self-consumption of the workers at the anchorage area or by the coming and going of goods. Nevertheless it is difficult to clarify the extent to which the “harbour sector” or mooring area was actually integrated into the urban structure of the city.

The eastern limit is given by the occasional habitational remains found in 2002 (CdC), approximately 200 m in a straight line from the urban centre (TC) and 215-220 m from the above-mentioned coastal point (TA). The pavements and structures found would have belonged to the southern, peri-urban sector of the city, an open-air place of work related with fishing and the primary processing of the catch, which would have been unloaded in the nearest mooring points. This area would have remained outside the strictly-urban limits, although it was part of the peri-urban “outskirts”, where diverse economic activities took place. These activities were related to the exploitation of marine resources and commerce, the limits of which varied through time.

3.2.2. The northern limit: ritual and/or burial areas?

The existence of a necropolis on Erytheia was already suggested over thirty years ago by Ramírez Delgado who alluded to the possibility of finding the archaic cemetery in the immediate limits of the city. This idea was based on the discovery in the early twentieth century of a Ptah figurine (known as the “Priest of Cádiz”), inside a structure interpreted as a monumental grave (CT), approximately 150 m North of the main residential area (TC).

The discussion surrounding the function of the remains was revived when further findings appeared in the last 15 years (CA), scarce 20 m from the previous ones (CT). The well that was excavated was initially interpreted as a Phoenician tomb, but subsequent material and contextual analysis suggested a votive function for the remains, although still in relation to the cemetery. The deposit showed a succession of different rituals and sacrifices and possible ritual or funerary banquets.

3.3. The harbours

The location of the Phoenician harbour is another of the questions dominating the history of research on Gadir. Modern authors located it first on La Caleta beach (West), moving later towards the open bay area in the Roman period (East). After the identification of the inner channel, a double Phoenician harbour was proposed: a military one in La Caleta and a commercial one in the open bay area.
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Caleta and a commercial one in a secondary cove (so-called “Puerto Chico”), open to the sea on the “Vendaval front”. They would have been connected by an artificial canal. Other authors believe that the Phoenician harbour was protected, located towards the interior of the channel, at the foot of the city’s hill. The coming and going of ships and the construction of structures related to the harbour would have eventually caused a blockage in the water course. The most recent research on the subject has proven the existence of this “inner harbour” in the current “Plaza de la Catedral”. The harbour would have functioned continuously from the late 9th, beginning of the 8th centuries BC, until the Roman period. Arteaga suggests that the Phoenicians established their first settlement around this inner harbour or kothon, in a similar way as the eastern karum, in relation to their neighbouring local populations.

Summing up, there would have existed two outer harbours, one opening towards the Atlantic (La Caleta beach) and another towards the bay (at the location of the current port), and at least another three inner harbours: two shallow mooring areas on the Atlantic front, and the more important one, the kothon, or inner harbour, located in the area of the modern cathedral.

### 3.4. Extra-urban areas in Kotinoussa

The data collected from the northern point of the island of Kotinoussa are generally later in chronology. It was probably an area of urban or peri-urban expansion, since the 7th-6th centuries BC, dedicated to industrial and sea-faring activities, or even ritual activities, in relation to the nearby temples.

The construction remains around the cathedral/“Casa del Obispo” (CdO) have been considered extra-urban by the excavators, although domestic in function. According to other authors, this area would have been part of the city, characterized by a dispersed habitat. Another possibility points towards a social differentiation, so that this area would belong to a “popular sector”, developed in the outskirts of the more accommodated residential areas. The discovery of a metalworking nozzle testifies to this activity in the area, possibly indicating that this was a peri-urban industrial, and not a domestic, sector, as proposed by the excavators. Finally, it is also possible that the area was intended for religious activities as it was in the later periods.

To sum up, the possible construction and material remains enable to interpret the area as peripheral neighborhoods or as extra-urban industrial installations, related to religion, seafaring, etc. However that may be, they do not seem to belong to the main habitational centre, located to the north of the channel. Since the late 7th century BC, the area to the south began to be used as a cemetery.
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3.5. The (presumed) Archaic Cemetery located north of Erytheia

From a historiographical standpoint, there exist two positions in regard to the location of the city’s first cemetery. According to some scholars the archaic cemetery would be situated in Erytheia, to the north of the settlement. This theory is based on the discovery of the assumed monumental grave, in which the above-mentioned golden-headed figurine, known as the “Cádiz priest”, was found. Other scholars disagree, placing the Phoenician cemetery south of the older city, on Kotinoussa. The latter base their position on two main arguments. Firstly, spatial-temporal continuity is considered, for the later cemetery occupies this area. Secondly, topography must be considered, since the usual Phoenician settlement pattern requires a physical and symbolical separation between the habitational and funerary areas, which is normally established by a course of water. For Gadir, this would have been the ancient channel traversing the historical centre of the city. However, the discovery in 2010 of an archaic grave (CH) approximately 500 m to the north of the main urban centre supports the existence of an archaic cemetery on Erytheia. It is a cremation in primary grave, similar in terms of ritual to the late archaic burials of Gadir, although different from Phoenician funerary features recorded for the same time period in other areas, including “popular and plains” necropolises like that of the eastern metropolis, Tyre-Al-Bass, as well as “aristocratic-segmented” cemeteries. In both cases, the burial ritual is the secondary cremation, followed by a later deposition of the ashes in urns. The artefacts found inside the Gaditanian grave do not respond to the normalized funerary set found in Phoenician graves. The pottery assemblage included both hand-made and wheeled plates and drinking bowls and some sumptuary items (incense burners, ivory plate, etc.), which may be traced to eastern prototypes, although they also remind of indigenous traditions.

Although data is still very partial, it is possible to suggest, based on what is already known, a preliminary hypothesis for the existence of Phoenician cemeteries of diverse nature - “aristocratic” and “plains” - distributed throughout the insular landscape.

3.6. Temples and places of worship. Buildings or sacred landscape?

The classical sources mention the existence of up to three temples on the islands (see above, § 1.). These references, when jointly considered with the lack of space, material evidence and the reduced size of the settlement, have led some authors to propose a sacred or symbolic role for the island site. According to this explanation, the majority of the population would have lived in the urban centres of the mainland, where the political and administrative power would also have been found, concentrating the majority of the economic activity. Without reaching this extreme conclusion, since the urban character of the excavated area on Erytheia is undeniable, the reality is that the three temples mentioned
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in the sources were erected on these islands, as well as a series of other sacred spaces, both public and private.

The temple to Melqart, situated on the southernmost side of Kotinoussa, is left, from a spatial perspective, out of this analysis. It would have represented, both physically and symbolically, the southern limit of Gadir and it should be related to the mainland settlement of Cerro del Castillo (Chiclana, Cádiz). The other two sanctuaries are located in the northern extremity, close to the city. Although different locations have been suggested for the sanctuary dedicated to Astarte, the most accepted proposal is the northern end of La Caleta beach (in Erytheia), while the Kronion, ancient sanctuary of Baal-Hammon, may have been located in the North-West point of Kotinoussa. Nonetheless, there is no clear evidence supporting any of the cases. The location of the sanctuary of Astarte is based on the underwater discovery of a group of terracotta figures and vessels related to the cult. Recent underwater interventions are allowing to identify the points, where finds are more frequent, contributing to the increase in knowledge related to the activities performed at the place since the earliest times. There is no certainty regarding the existence of the Kronion at the proposed location, which is only supported by the discovery of a proto-Aeolian capital in the surroundings, which has led some authors to suggest this was a sacred place, without constructions. Nevertheless, in the last years, a series of archaeological interventions have brought to light remains of constructions and artefacts dated from the 7th century onwards, which are still awaiting assessment.

Another sacred area is that which surrounding the current cathedral, on the longer island. This space became sacred towards the late 6th century BC, when offerings and small banquets began taking place around a monumental grave, apart from the general cemetery. The archaic remains recorded under this structure were interpreted as domestic spaces by the excavators, although their religious nature should not be overlooked, given the sacred continuity of the place in later periods and its prominent topographic position.

4. CONCLUSIONS. CHRONOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE PHOENICIAN CITY

The earliest occupation of the Gaditanian site may be traced back to an undetermined moment during the late Neolithic/Chalcolithic. This period is followed by a hiatus in human occupation, prolonged until the arrival of eastern populations. Although there are indications for an earlier occupation (Period I - Late Bronze Age/Phoenician), the earliest confidently recorded levels in Gadir pertain to Period II - Phoenician A, from the urban sector excavated at Erytheia at the Teatro Cómico excavation.

Hence, from a sequential standpoint, there are no levels recorded in Gadir, belonging to an early foundation of the city in the “Early Colonial Horizon”, defined in recent years after the finds at Huelva/Plaza de las Monjas, La Rebanadilla (Málaga) and El Carambolo (Seville), in the Iberian Peninsula, and at Utica (Tunisia), in the central Mediterranean.  
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On balance, it is a question which remains open waiting for the development of further research, which may record an “Initial Archaic Phase”.

After this first, still hypothetical, phase, an “Early Archaic Phase” is clearly defined for Gadir, mainly represented by Period II - Phoenician A at Erytheia/Teatro Cómico, which began sometime around 820/800 BC and ended towards 760/750 BC. 59 It corresponds with Stratum IV at Tyre and its transition to Stratum III; with the transition between the “Salamis Horizon” (850-750 BC) and the “Kition Horizon” (750-700 BC) at Cyprus; and with Periods III-IV at the cemetery of Al-Bass. 60 However, the first recorded pavements may go back to Stratum V at Tyre. 61 This stage is contemporary with Phase B1 at Morro de Mezquitilla and Phases III-II at La Rebanadilla.

The peri-urban sectors of the main urban centre at Erytheia (CdC and CA) correspond, according to the excavators, with Strata III-II at Tyre, due to the presence of narrow rimmed plates and local-western amphorae T-10.1.1.1. 62 Some earlier types could be connected to Tyre IV, although Ruiz Mata prefers to date this single-phased occupation horizon to the first half or mid 8th century BC. 63

The beginning of human occupation on Koutinussa (CdO) is also dated ca. 820/800 BC. 64 First activity on the island has been proposed as contemporary to Phase 1 of Period II at Erytheia/TC. 65

As for funerary spaces, the burial to the north of the settlement (CH) was generically dated to the 8th century BC or to the central years or second half of the same century, 66 a chronology confirmed by radiometric dating.

Few data have been recorded for other spaces. It has been suggested that the inner harbour would have been functioning starting from the transition from the 9th to the 8th centuries BC. 67 Evidence for religious spaces appear later in time, dated to the end of the 7th - beginning of 6th centuries BC. 68

With the available data, and by integrating different approaches, it is possible to support a preliminary date between 790-780 BC for the beginning of the occupation represented by Period II at Teatro Cómico - without dismissing the existence of an earlier phase, which is still poorly defined - which reached a maximum expansion of the urban centre in the mid 8th century. These dates conform with the relative and absolute dates from other sites with similar levels and with the first productive facies defined for the Far-western Phoenician colonies. 69

From this perspective, the existence of an archaic city becomes increasingly plausible, emerging at an undetermined moment of the 9th or beginning of the 8th centuries BC, reaching its greatest spatial development towards the mid 8th century BC. Another question

59 Gener et al. 2014b; Torres et al. 2014, 78.
60 Torres et al. 2014, 51
61 Torres et al. 2014, 79.
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68 Maya et al. 2014, 177.
requiring clarification is the reason why the main urban centre remained in the same place for close to three centuries, while the peri-urban limits experienced a single-phase occupation, dated only to the early years. Was the original urban area reduced? Did it expand to other, previously extra-urban, areas? Or are we facing a dispersed habitat, lacking a walled enclosure? Many questions still remain unanswered.
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Fig. 1 - Geographical location of the Bay of Cádiz (southern Spain) (© Author, from Google Earth).
Fig. 2 - Transformation of the landscape (I). 1. Current Bay of Cádiz, aerial view (from Google Earth). 2. Reconstruction of Phoenician Bay of Gadir (Arteaga - Schulz - Roos 2008, 50, fig. 18).

Fig. 4 - Paleo-topography of the Bay of Cádiz during the Phoenician period. With identification of the islands mentioned by the sources (Erytheia, Koutinoussa and Antipolis), the temples (Afrodita-Venus Marina (Astarte), Baal-Hammon/Kronion, Melqart/Herakleion) and the insular (Gadir) and continental settlements (Castillo de Doña Blanca, El Puerto de Santa María and Cerro del Castillo, Chiclana de la Frontera). ©Author.

Fig. 5 - Map of current city of Cádiz (Spain) with the location of excavations and sites cited in the text. 1 - C/ Paraguay (CP). 2 - Concepción Arenal/Botica (CAr/CB). 3 - Torre Tavira/Marqués del Real Tesoro (TT/MRT). 4 - Teatro Andalucía (TA). 5 - Plaza de la Catedral (PC). 6 - Casa del Obispo (CdO). 7 - Cánovas del Castillo (CdC). 8 - Central Telefónica (CT). 9 - C/ Ancha (CA). 10 - Teatro Cómico (TC). 11 - C/ Hércules (CH). 12 - Castillo de San Sebastián (CSS). ©Author.
Fig. 6 - Teatro Cómico/Gadir. 1 - Planimetry, Phase II. 2 - Distribution of Phoenician housing, Phase II. 3 - Reconstruction of the Phoenician housing area. 4 - Site musealization. ©Teatro Cómico Team.

Fig. 7 - Possible extension of the ancient city of Gadir with location of the following sites: Teatro Cómico (in the box), Calle Ancha/CA (1), Central Telefónica/CT (2), Cánovas del Castillo/CdC (3), Teatro Andalucía/TA (4). ©Teatro Cómico Team.
Fig. 8 - Virtual reconstruction of the ancient landscape (1) and evolution of the Phoenician settlement of Teatro Cómico (2, 3, 4)/Gadir. ©ArtresD-J.A. Cordón.
Fig. 9 - Distance between some excavated points in Cádiz. ©Modified from Ruiz Mata 2016, fig. 4.